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This paper investigates formal notions of computation in nonstandard models of the weak 
arithmetic theory ET-the theory of exponential time. It is shown that ET is sufficiently weak 
that many of the natural notions of computation are not preserved. A slightly richer theory 
ET(Elem) is introduced and it is shown that all sets that have infinitely many easily decidable 
initial segments are easily decidable in certain nonstandard models of this theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study two alternative approaches for investigating whether NP- 
complete sets have fast algorithms. One is to ask whether there are long initial 
segments on which such sets are easily decidable by relatively short programs. The 
other approach is to ask whether there are weak fragments of arithmetic for which it 
is consistent to believe that P = NP. We show that the two questions are equivalent: 
It is consistent to believe that P = NP in certain models of weak arithmetic theories if 
and only if it is true (in the standard model of computation) that there are infinitely 
many initial segments on which satisfiability is polynomially decidable by programs 
that are much shorter than the length of the initial segment.’ Thus, while in its own 
right the investigation of polynomial time computations in nonstandard models is of 
purely esoteric interest, it is of a much more general interest because it relates directly 
to the questions of whether NP-complete sets have easily decidable initial segments 
and how rich an axiom system must be to resolve the P = ?NP question. (The 
interested reader is referred to [8, 10, 171 for more discussion of these issues.) 
In a paper presented at SIGACT in 1980 DeMillo and Lipton, [5], brought model 
theoretic techniques to bear on the P = ? NP question. They presented a weak theory 
of arithmetic, which they called ET (theory of exponential time), and showed that 
*This paper is an extension of the abstract, “Fast programs for initial segments and polynomial time 
computations in weak models of arithmetic,” which was presented at SIGACT in 1981. It contains 
additional results from the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, which was written at Purdue University under the 
direction of Paul Young. Much of this research was done with the support of National Science Foun- 
dation Grant MCS7609232A02 and an IBM Graduate Fellowship. 
‘The relationship between independence results and fast algorithms for NP-complete sets is also 
discussed, but in a different light, by DeMillo and Lipton in [4]. 
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there is a model, M, &L, of ET in which every NP-complete predicate is equivalent to 
a predicate in a class which they call P (we shall refer to it here as PDkL). One 
intuitively believes that the predicates in PDBrL should be polynomially computable. 
Nevertheless ET is a weak theory and models like MnkL have some fairly unusual 
properties. For example, we show that the fact that every predicate in PDkL has a 
program whose runtime is bounded by a polynomial in models of Peano arithmetic, 
does not imply that the predicates in PDkL are actually polynomially computable in 
models of ET. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we discuss polynomial time computations in models of ET and 
we give examples of simple functions that are not total in MDkL as well as predicates 
in PDkL that are not computable in MDkL. We then, in Section 4, investigate a 
slightly richer theory, ET(Elem), and characterize the sets that are polynomially 
computable in some model of ET(Elem). In doing so, we show that satisliability 
(SAT), or for that matter any elementary set, is polynomially decidable in certain 
models similar to MDkL if and only if in the standard models of computation there 
are short, fast programs (polynomial or linear time) for arbitrarily long initial 
segments. In this way we show that the question of polynomial time computation in 
models of ET(Elem) is strongly tied to a fairly natural and important question 
concerning the feasible computation of hard sets: What types of hard sets have 
arbitrarily long initial segments that can be efficiently decided by short programs? 
This question is important in its own right. From a certain finitistic point of view 
such sets might be considered easily decidable even if there is no single program that 
uniformly decides the entire set in polynomial time. Section 5 is devoted to a 
discussion of this question. We show that it is easily resolved for P and EXP-time 
complete sets by observing that these sets never have arbitrarily long initial segments 
that are linearly or polynomially decided, respectively, by short programs. Unfor- 
tunately, the question for NP-complete sets is left open, leaving it unclear whether 
these sets are actually polynomially computable in models similar to M, &L. 
2. THE THEORY ET AND A THEOREM OF DEMILLO AND LIPTON 
The theory ET is based on a language that is an extension of the language for 
Peano arithmetic. In addition to function symbols for successor, + and * the 
language for ET includes function symbols: A for monus (subtraction on the natural 
numbers), min(x, y), max(x, y), and O”, I”, 2” ,..., for constant exponentiation. It also 
contains predicate symbols, PO@), P,(X), Pz(f),..., for each of the standard 
polynomial time testable relations and constant symbols for 0 and 1. DeMillo and 
Lipton defined ET to be the theory that has as axioms all of the true universal 
sentences over this extended language. That is, all of the sentences in prenex form 
involving only universal quantifiers that are expressible in the language of ET and are 
true in the standard model-the natural numbers. 
In [5], DeMillo and Lipton investigate whether or not ET is a rich enough theory 
to prove that P # NP. They begin by defining a class of predicates, which they call P; 
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we shall refer to this class as PDBr, . Intuitively, one believes that all of the predicates 
in pmt. should be testable in polynomial time and with this assumption DeMillo and 
Lipton show that it is consistent with ET to believe that P = NP, thus showing that 
ET is not strong enough to prove P # NP even if this is the case. The main theorem 
of [5] is 
THEOREM 2.1 (DeMillo and Lipton). Let A be a predicate so that {x: (37) A(x,y)} 
is NP-complete. Then for some predicate (P*(X) E P, kL, 
ET + (VX>[(~J)&,J? 0 (~A(41 
is consistent. (The class PDkL is defmed below.) 
As we have mentioned, PDkL is intended to be a class of polynomial time testable 
predicates. Formally, the class PDkL is defined syntactically using a fixed constant 
symbol a. DeMillo and Lipton defined PDkL as 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) every ET predicate symbol is in PDkL, 
(ii) PDBrL is closed under Boolean operations, 
(iii) if q(x,J) E PDaL, then (3~ < a>[~(~,~91 E PDkL. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.1 it appears that the class PDkL also needs to be closed 
under substitution of constants, in particular this must be the case for a. That is, 
(iv) if &Y,yy> E PDkL, then (~(2, a) E PDkL. 
Notice that if a is interpreted as any fixed standard natural number, then the 
predicates in PDCL are polynomially testable using any of the usual systems for 
computation, e.g., loop programs’ over the natural numbers. 
DeMillo and Lipton’s proof begins by constructing a nonstandard model, M, kL, 
of ET that contains a nonstandard element a. In this model the constant a in the 
definition of PDkL is interpreted as the element a. With this interpretation they show 
that for every NP-complete set described by a quantifier free predicate in the 
language of ET, there is a predicate in P, kL that is equivalent in M, &L. Thus there is 
a single model, MDkL, in which every NP-complete predicate is equivalent to a 
predicate in P,, L. 
DeMillo and Lipton’s proof in fact can be carried through for every existential 
predicate (3p) A(x, ~7) in the language of ET and a. That is, the proof holds for 
nonstandard predicates as well as standard predicates and does not depend on the 
predicate (37) A(x, J), characterizing an NP-complete set. 3 Hence with only minor 
modifications to their proof we obtain 
’ Using Peano arithmetic, or even weaker systems such as basic number theory, [ 81, we can prove that 
all of the natural notions of computation: loop programs, Turing machines, RAMS Markov algorithms, 
partial recursive functions,..., are equivalent and in fact time and space requirements for these different 
schemes are polynomially related. However, as we shall discuss later, ET is a suhiciently weak theory 
that this may not be the case. 
3This observation has been made independently by L. Kirby, unpublished. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let (37) A(x, j) be any existential predicate definable in L(ET, a). 
There is a predicate (Do E PDkL such that 
A4 D&L k (Vx)[W)&3J7) - 9.4(x)1* 
At least on the surface Theorem 2.3 is very strong and therefore it seems 
appropriate to look carefully at what is actually being said. In an attempt to do this, 
we shall spend the remainder of this section and the next section discussing the 
following questions: 
(i) What types of sets can be characterized by existential predicates in 
L(ET, a)? 
(ii) What does it mean to say that a predicate is computable in polynomial 
time in a model of ET? 
(iii) Are the predicates in PDkL in fact poiynomially computable in models of 
ET? 
We begin by discussing what types of sets can be defined by existential predicates. 
One commonly used characterization of the r.e. sets is that they are exactly the sets 
that are z, definable in L(PA). That is, they have characteristic predicates of the 
form $9(x,y), where 9(x,y) may contain bounded quantifiers. Matijesevic has 
shown [21] that every r.e. set is the solution of a diophantine equation and hence 
every r.e. set is definable by a purely existential predicate. 
Since every r.e. set can be characterized by an existential predicate it is possible to 
interpret Theorem 2.3 as saying that in M,., every r.e. set is characterized by a 
predicate in P,,, and hence is polynomially decidable. However, it is unlikely that 
Matijesevic’s theorem is provable in ET. Wilkie [24] and Manders [20], have shown 
that Matijesevic’s theorem is provable in PA - + I,?Y, if and only if NP = CONP. 
(PA- f Z,?Y, is Peano arithmetic with induction restricted to formulas whose only 
quantifiers are bounded.) So it seems likely that there are nonstandard models of ET 
in which the z, predicate for an r.e. does not agree with its diophantine description. 
This causes us difftculties in interpreting Theorem 2.3 because if MuaL is such a 
model, then it is not clear that Theorem 2.3 really does say that in Mu aL every r.e. 
set is characterized by a predicate in PDkL since it is not entirely clear what the 
correct definition of an r.e. set is in MnBrL. From a computational point of view 
perhaps the most natural description of the r.e. sets is obtained from Turing machines 
and Kleene’s T(i, f, y, z) predicate.4 However, the normal formulation of the T- 
predicate in the language of Peano arithmetic uses bounded quantifiers and hence is 
JY, rather than existential..It seems unlikely that there is a natural formulation of the 
T-predicate in L(ET, a) - {P&f), P,(X),...} that does not use bounded quantifiers. If 
instead of considering all r.e. sets we restrict our attention to sets in NP, it still seems 
unlikely that there is a natural “T-like” predicate that works for NP sets that is 
formulated in L(ET, a) - (P&f), P,(Z),...} without using bounded quantifiers. Thus 
4 T(i, X, y, z) = y is a halting computation of program i on input 9 with output z. 
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even in interpreting DeMillo and Lipton’s theorem for NP sets we are left with a 
dilemna: DeMillo and Lipton’s theorem only applies to sets that are detined by 
purely existential predicates. We know that every set in NP is characterized by a 
purely existential diophantine predicate but for some sets, such as 
SAT, this is not a very natural characterization and we don’t know whether ET is 
rich enough to prove that the two characterizations are equivalent. Readers interested 
in additional facts about arithmetic characterizations of NP should see [ 111. 
Another way that we can characterize both the NP and r.e. sets using purely 
existential predicates is to observe that the T-predicate is polynomially testable (or at 
least there are computationally natural variations of it that are). Therefore there is a 
predicate symbol in L(ET) that represents T(i, 2, y, z). We shall refer to this symbol 
as P,(i, 2, y, z). Since P, can be used to provide a characterization of each r.e. set in 
existential form, we can once again find reason to interpret Theorem 2.3 as saying 
that “ET + every r.e. set is decidable in polynomial time” is consistent, and this again 
leads us to question whether ET is rich enough to accurately capture our intuitive 
notions of computation. For instance, the fact that P, was included in L(ET) to 
represent T does not mean that 
ET t (Vi, 2, y, z)[PT(i, 2, y, z) o T(i, f, y, z)]. 
In fact, it is only the universal sentences and their consequences involving P, and 
various instantiations of T that are guaranteed to hold in all models of ET. It seems 
quite likely that by carefully examining the T-predicate one could construct models of 
ET that contain elements i, X, y, and z for which P,(i, X, y, z) but not T(i, X, y, z) and 
vice versa. Nevertheless, these predicates do agree on all of the standard natural 
numbers. Throughout the remainder of Sections 2 and 3 we shall investigate the use 
of the predicates T and P, as formal notions of computation in models of ET. 
In order to understand what sets are reah’y polynomially computable in models of 
ET we need to carefully analyze models similar to those constructed by DeMillo and 
Lipton. Therefore we shall begin by sketching the construction of such models and 
the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 
DeMillo and Lipton’s proof begins by expanding the theory ET to form a new 
theory, which we shall call ET*. This is done by adding a new constant symbol a to 
the language of ET and axioms that force a > i for each i E N. Next DeMillo and 
Lipton take an r.e. list {s,} of all the quantifier free sentences over L(ET, a) and in 
stages add to ET either si or 7si depending on which is consistent. (In fact, wlog. we 
can assume that the sentence added is consistent with Peano arithmetic.) The 
resulting theory ET* is consistent and hence it has a model M. However, for the 
proof we need to look at a submodel of M. Define MngrL c M as 
A4 nkL = {ti(a): ti is a term in L(ET)}. 
First, DeMillo and Lipton show that MDkL b ET*. This follows from the fact that 
ET* has as axioms only universal sentences over the language L(ET, a) thus the only 
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elements of a model that the axioms can assert anything about are the terms of the 
language applied to a, 0, or 1. Second, they show that the set, 
{s: s is a quantifier free sentence over L(ET, a) and Mu kL k s) 
is arithmetically definable. This follows from the fact that the quantifier free 
sentences of ET are arithmetically definable and when the consistent quantifier free 
sentences over L(ET, a) were added to ET * this was done in an arithmetically 
definable manner. 
The proof of the theorem now rests on 
LEMMA 2.4 (DeMillo and Lipton). (i) The standard elements of MDkL are 
defined by a formula in P, & ,. . 
(ii) There is a formula B(x) E.P,&, such that, 
M D&L k= 6 - B(rS1)) 
for every quantifier free sentence s in L(ET, a). 
Sketch of the Proofs 
(i) Claim x E N iff x < log*(a). 
Since the relation “x < log*(y)” is polynomially testable in the standard model, there 
is a predicate symbol R(x, y) in L(ET), and hence in PDBrL, that represents the 
relation. DeMillo and Lipton show that the predicate R(x, a) correctly characterizes 
the standard elements of MDBtL. (Here we need the fourth part of the definition of 
‘D&L’) 
To show that R(x, a) iff x E N first suppose that x = n E N. Then for some m E N, 
M DsrL+R(n,m). Also MDkL+ (Vy > m)R(n,y) and M,,,l=a > m. Therefore, 
A4 D&L k R(n, a). On the other hand, suppose x is nonstandard. Then x = ti(a) for 
some term ti in L(ET). It can be shown that every unbounded term of L(ET) grows 
faster than logck’ for some standard integer k. (See DeMillo and Lipton [5] for 
details.) In addition this fact is expressible as a true universal sentence over L(ET): 
Suppose that ti(z) > logtk’(z) a.e. Then, 
*‘i(Z) 
Vz > m, 222’.. I k > z for some m E N. 
Therefore ifj = 22”.“* I k, then, 
A4 DkL b (Vz > m)[j+) > z]. 
so MD&L kjtica) > a. Note also that 3n E N such that, 
A4 D&L!= (VZ)(VYNNZ,Y)&Y >Y*Y < nl, 
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since N + logtk’( y) > log*(y) a.e. So if y = a and z = x, then, 
M D&L~[R(X,a)&jX>aj.<n]. 
Therefore MDkL I== - R (x, a). 
(ii) We need to show that the set of all true, quantifier free sentences in MDkL is 
defined by a predicate in PDaL. Since the set of all true quantifier free sentences in 
M nkL is arithmetically definable there is a predicate, 
B’(x) = Q,Y, Qz~z ... Q,Y,&JI 
with b quantifier free, such that 
M .&,~soNw?‘(‘sl). 
Now suppose that a E N and E E N”. Then either N I= b(a, F) and b(a, F) is an axiom 
of ET or N + 7b(a, F) and 7b(a, F) is an axiom of ET. Therefore if we relativize the 
predicate B’ to N in the following manner: replace each occurrence of 
FYi) t(x* Yi> by G’Yi < a)[Yi E N& t(X,Yi)I, 
VYi) f(x, Yi) by (VYi < a)[yi E N- t(X,Yi)I, 
then, we shall have formed a new predicate B(x) such that 
M DSrL~=~ON~‘(r~l)oMD&L~=(r~l). 
Clearly, B(x) E PDkL. This proves Lemma 2.4. I 
It remains to show that if A is a quantifier free predicate for a set 
S = {x: (3~)A(x,y?}, then there is a predicate o,(x) E PDkL such that, 
M D&L + (Vx)[(3.jj)A(x,.8 - p.4(X)l’ 
Roughly, the idea is to define oA(x) to be 
(3 < a)@ < a)[x = ti(a) & B(‘A(t,(a), tj(a))‘) & i,j E N]. 
. 
This definition would work provided we could decide “x = ti(x)” using a predicate in 
P DBrL. DeMillo and Lipton show that this is in fact possible. Their proof involves 
showing that MDaL can be constructed in such a way that 
M D&L F cx = fi(a) 
u (Vm, k E N)[m = x(mod k) u m = ti(a) (mod k)]). 
Since x = y(mod z) is a polynomially testable predicate there is a predicate symbol 
Pmod(x, y, z) E L(ET) that represents it which one can use to test whether or not 
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m = x(mod k)‘. To test whether or not m = ti(a) (mod k) one can use the predicate B 
of Lemma 2.4. That is, 
II4 DaL k m = tJa)(mod k) o MDkL t= B(‘m = ti(a) (mod k)?. 
Working out the details of this argument is technically fairly tricky and since we 
shall not use this technique again the details have been omitted. (They can be found 
in DeMillo and Lipton [5].) This completes the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 1 
Now that we have outlined the construction of M,,, we are in a position to 
discuss the behavior of polynomial time predicates in models of ET. 
3. THE BEHAVIOR OF POLYNOMIAL TIME PREDICATES IN MODELS OF ET 
If we analyze the complexity of the predicates in PDkL, we see that the natural 
loop programs6 for computing them consist of some standard number n of possibly 
nested loops each with an index running from 0 to a, enclosing tests for a standard 
number m of Pi)s. Since the Pi’s are polynomially testable in the standard model there 
are standard subroutines for testing these predicates. For example a natural loop 
program for the predicate am constructed in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 
would look like 
PROGRAM qA (x, output): 
output + 0; 
LOOP a; 
ic0; 
Subroutine Log * (i, xi); 
IF xi= 1 
THEN; 
LOOP a; 
j+O; 
Subroutine Log * (j, xj); 
‘Throughout DeMillo and Lipton’s paper it is implicitly assumed that the predicate symbols behave 
properly. That is, if R(x) is a standard polynomial time testable relation and P,(x) is the symbol in 
L(ET) which represents it, then 
ET F (Vx)[R(x) o PR(x)]. 
As we have already remarked and will discuss in detail later, this is not always the case. However, the 
predicate symbol used in the proof of Lemma 2.4 to represent log* and the predicate symbol used here 
to represent mod can be shown to behave properly. 
6Brainerd and Landweber [2] define a syntax and semantics for loop programs and show that all of 
the partial recursive functions are computable by loop programs. It can also be shown that the natural 
time measure for Loop programs is polynomially related to the time measure for Turing machines. 
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IF xj= 1 
THEN; 
Code for X0 +- 1 0 X = ti(a); 
Code to compute gn = ‘A (tj(a), ti(a))‘: 
Subroutine B(gn, xl); 
IFxO=l&xl=l; 
THEN; 
output t 1; 
END; 
ELSE; 
j+j+ 1; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
ici+ 1; 
END; 
END; 
Subroutine Log*(i, xi) tests whether i Q log*(a) and if so assigns xi 
the value 1. 
Subroutine B(gn, xl) tests whether the predicate B of Lemma 2.4(ii) 
holds for gn and if so assigns xl the value 1. 
A Giidel number for the program v)~(x, output) can be computed using some 
standard encoding function for finite sequences. Notice that we can rewrite the 
program so that the element a appears only once since we can begin by assigning a 
to a program variable a and then use a throughout the rest of the program. Thus, 
a +- a; 
CPXXT Y) FE 
PA& Y) 
where PA(x, y) is the appropriately modified version of cp,(x, y). There are reasonable 
encoding functions that allow one to compute the number of the program C&(X, y) 
from the numbers for the programs at a; and P,.,(x, y) in such a way that the 
number for the program (p:(x, y) will equal some standard polynomial applied to a 
and the number for PA(x, y). If this is done, we obtain a number i, for program 
cpJ(x, y). Notice that, provided a reasonable encoding is used, the number i, is in 
M D&L’ In fact, for any predicate Q(f) in PDkL there is a number i, that is in MDaL 
for a program for Q(Z). However, this does not necessarily mean that, 
M DBrL~(v~)[(3Y)T(ip,‘,Y, l>"Q(f)l, 
or even that, 
M D&Lb (v~)[(!J’)p,(i&dY, l)* QWI. 
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In fact, unless M is a model of a theory about as strong as the basic number theory’ 
it need not even be the case that, 
This is because both M and MDkL may be models of very weak theories. Recall 
our earlier discussion concerning the extension of ET to form ET* and the models M 
and MDkL : ET had as axioms all of the true universal sentences over L(ET). To form 
ET* we added to ET axioms that said a > i for each i E N and more importantly for 
each quantifier free sentence s in L(ET, a) we added either s or + depending on 
which was consistent. In particular this means that for each predicate symbol 
pi(xO Y x] 3*ea> x,J in L(ET) we added either 
-Pi(tj,(a),.--, tj,(a>> 
for each n-tuple of terms tj, ,..., tj,. If tj,(a) ,..., tj,(a) are all equal to standard natural 
numbers, then there was no choice-we added whichever one was true in N. 
However, if some of tj,(a),..., tin(a) are nonstandard, then it is less clear-we could 
add either provided that it was consistent with ET and the sentences that we hai: 
already added. If we begin with an arbitrary r.e. list of quantifier free sentences, it 1s 
not clear which sentences are added to ET. However, it seems conceivable that the 
resulting theory ET* may not be consistent with Peano arithmetic. That is, there may 
not be a model of Peano arithmetic, in which the predicate symbols of L(ET) are 
interpreted as they are intended to be, that is also a model of ET*. If this is possible, 
then the analysis of models of ET* becomes all that much more difficult. To forestall 
these difficulties we shall assume that ET* and MDkL are constructed in the 
following manner. 
As before we begin with the theory ET and add axioms that say a > i for each 
i E N. Next let M be a nonstandard model of the theory of Peano arithmetic + the 
true l7, sentences, which contains a nonstandard constant a. Such models can be 
arithmetically defined.8 In M the function and predicate symbols of L(ET) can be 
naturally interpreted. Therefore Mb ET. Now let ET* be the set of all true universal 
sentences in the model M. At this point we can define MnaL as before 
M ,,~,={x:M~x=t,(a)forsomeiEN}. 
‘Basic number theory is a sufficiently strong theory that wrt. polynomially time computation it proves 
the same sets computable as does Peano arithmetic. 
‘The Henkin proof of the completeness theorem provides an arithmetically definable model provided 
the consistent set of sentences that one starts out with is arithmetically definable. The theorems of Peano 
arithmetic and the true ZT2 sentences of arithmetic are arithmetically definable. 
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The function and predicate symbols in L(ET) are interpreted in MD., as their 
restriction from M. As before MDkL is a model of ET* and the true quantifier free 
sentences of MDkL, over L(ET, a), are arithmetically definable. In addition, with this 
construction, for each standard polynomial time testable relation R(Z), the following 
is true: 
where PR is the predicate symbol in L(ET) which represents R. Also since M is a 
model of TV2 (the true ZZ2 sentences of arithmetic) it behaves as a model of full 
arithmetic with respect to polynomial time decidability.9 Thus, 
for a standard loop program iR. In fact for every predicate Q E P, kL there is a loop 
program similar to the one described earlier, that runs in polynomial time in M: For 
some polynomial pi,(lXl), 
M + (V-f)(3~, z)] T( i,, 2, y, Z) & NW?ZItZStdCSC~ip( .Y) < pi,(lX1)], (34 
where Numlnstdescrip(y) is the arithmetic definition of a total recursive function 
giving the number of instantaneous descriptions in the computation sequence y. 
Furthermore, by carefully examining the programs for predicates in PDkL we see that 
I, is in MDkL and that pi, is a polynomial with coefficients from MDBrL and 
exponents from N. Also, notice that with this construction of M and Mu &L, 
(Vx,~,zEM,,,)M~T(i~,x,y,z) 
iff MD & L i= P,(i, , -C Y, z>. 
(3b) 
However, the fact that a program’s run time is bounded by a polynomial in M is still 
not sufficient to insure that it is computable in MDkL even wrt. P,. It may be the 
case that (3a) and (3b) are true but nevertheless, 
(3X E MuaL) such that MDkL k= (Vy, z) 7 P,(i,, X,y, z). 
This malady in fact plagues programs for some of the predicates oA of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.3. 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) For every predicate Q(2) in PDkL there is a polynomial p 
such that p (121) bounds the run time of a program for Q(f), wrt T, and P,, in M. 
‘For each standard polynomially (linearly, exponentially, etc.) decidable set there is a description of 
the set for which the formal statement that asserts that the set is polynomially (linearly, exponentially, 
etc.) decidable is a true 17, sentence and hence is preserved in every model of T,,,. (One can of course 
come up with other descriptions of the set for which one can not even prove that the set is decidable.) In 
addition, Peano arithmetic or Tn2 is rich enough to prove that all of the predicates in P,&, are 
polynomially computable (wrt. r). 
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(ii) Nevertheless, there is a predicate Q(f) in PO&,. that is not polynomially 
Imputable (wrt. P,) in MDaL. When we say “not computable” we mean there does 
,t exist i, E MDaL such that, 
Proofs. (i) Follows from the discussion surrounding statements (3a) and (3b) 
id a detailed examination of the axioms of ET and the structure of the predicates in 
DkL necessary to prove these statements. 
(ii) We need to construct a set S that in MnaL is characterized by a predicate q, 
hich is in PDkL but is not computable (wrt. PT) in M, kL. 
Suppose S = {x: n,(x) # 1 }, where rr, is the xth polynomially computable program 
td let S(x, y) be a standard polynomially testable relation such that 
S(x, y) G y is a computation of X,(X) with output # 1. 
hus S(x, y) implies y witnesses the fact that x E S. We shall use the predicate 
(x, y) to provide a formal characterization of S. Since S(x, y) is a standard 
jlynomial time testable relation there is a predicate symbol P,(x, y) E L(ET) that 
presents it. As we have already observed, for each n, m E N either 
N k S(n, m) in which case P,(n, m) is an axiom of ET, 
N k --, S(n, m) in which case A’,@, m) is an axiom of ET. 
lso recall that for each i,j E N, either 
PsMah tjw is an axiom of ET*, 
-PS(ti(a)9 tj(a)> is an axiom of ET*, 
:pending on which was added in our extension of ET to ET*. If the extension was 
lrried out as described, then Ps(ti(a), tj(a)) is an axiom of ET* iff 
‘k S(t,(a), tj(a)). Now consider the predicate, 
p),(x) = (3,j < a)[ti(a) = x & B(‘P,(t,(a), tj(a))3 & i, j E N] 
’ Theorem 2.3. We shall show that ps cannot be computable wrt. P,. Again, when 
e say computable we mean that there is a program i, E MDaL such that 
M D&L + (vx)(3Y3 z>[PT(isT xTYy z> & (z + 1 - vs(x)l. 
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Suppose that os is polynomially computable in M,.,. Then there is a program 
isEMDBrL and an i E N such that i, = ti(a). We shall consider two cases: First, 
suppose that M,,, k rp,(i,). Then by definition 
MD&L + Fj < a)[B(rPS(ti(a), tj(a>)-? & NU)l, 
where N(j) is the predicate in P, BrL, described in Lemma 2.4, for testing membership 
in N. This is true if and only if 
it4 D&L + t3j < a)[PS(fi(a)T ‘ita)) ’ N(j)l9 
which implies that 
~4 k (Q < a>[S(fi(a), lj(a)) & N(j)]- 
Thus in M, ti(a) = i, E S. However, by the definition of S, i, E S =P 7ci,(is) # 1. That 
is, 
M~(V~,z)[T(i,,i,,y,z)~z# 11. 
Therefore 
M D&L + (vy, z>[PT(i,, i,,y, z)* z # 11. 
But this contradicts the assumption that i, computes (4, in MDkL. Therefore, if (os is 
computable by i,, then it must be the case that 
Mb EM,). 
Again, by definition this means that 
A4 D&L + 1 (3j < a>[B(‘Pdti(ah tj(a))-? & NW 
Thus, 
M D&L k (b < a>bP&i(a), fj(a)>> V - W)l. 
So if jEMDBrL and N(j), then MDkL k7 Ps(ti(a), fj(a)) which means that 
A4 k 7S(ti(a), tj(a)). Th us in M, tj(a) does not witness the fact that n,,(i,) # 1. This 
means that either, 
lj(a) is not a computation of x,,(i,) 
or 
Ii(a) is a computation of rri,(is) but the output equals 1. 
Both of these contradict the assumptions that i, computes os and that 
M DkL k --,cp,(i,). Thus we have shown that wrt. P,, (D, is not computable in MD kL, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 1 
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A reasonable question to raise at this point is whether Theorem 3.l(ii) can be 
proved using a standard T-predicate, instead of P,, as the notion of computation. 
Once again we see that the answer is dependent on whether or not the predicate P, 
means what it ought to in MDkL. That is, if we look at the proof of Theorem 3.1 (ii), 
we see that MDkL b I, implies that M + (Vy, z)[ T(i,, i,, y, z) 3 z # 1 ] which in 
turn implies that MuaL F (Vy, z)[PT(is, i,, y, z) * z # 11. Now, the predicate P, is 
supposed to represent the T-predicate and if it accurately does, then 
M D&L I= (b’y, z)[T( i,, i,, y, z) * z # l] which would contradict the assumptions that 
M D&L C= q&i,) and i, computes q,s (wrt. 7’). A similar contradiction arises if we 
assume that MDkL F -rp,(i,). Thus if P, accurately represents T, we can show that p’s 
is not computable, wrt. T, in MDkL. 
COROLLARV 3.2. If the predicate symbol P, accurately represents the T-predicate 
in MD&Ly then there are predicates in P,,, that are not computable (wrt. T) in 
A4 D&L’ 
This result is best illustrated if we consider the set 
K = {i: vi(i) converges to 1) 
for a standard programming system {vi} and the standard predicate 
k(i,j) = j is a halting computation of vi(i) = 1. 
Specifically, let k(i,j) be the sentence T(i, i, j, 1) for a fixed, standard, polynomially 
testable T-predicate for {vi}, and let P, be the predicate in PDkL that represents k. It 
follows from Theorem 2.3 that in the model MDkL 
XEKU 
qE(X) Z 7 (3iyj < a)[i,j E N & ti(a) = X 8C B(rP,(ti(a), tj(Cf)‘)]s 
Then by the argument presented, either cpr is not computable in MDsrL(wrt. T) or 
Pk(i,j) does not accurately represent k(i,j). That is, either 
not 3i, E MDBrL such that (Vx)(3y, z)[ T( i,,x,y,z)& (z= 1 oxEK)] 
or 
not MD&L I= (Vx,y)[P,(x,y)ok(x,y)l. 
In essence this says that either or is not computable in MDkL or it is a predicate for 
the wrong set. 
4. WITNESS FUNCTIONS AND POLYNOMIAL TIME DECISION PROCEDURES 
In this section we consider the relationship between witness functions for P # NP 
and P# EXP-time and the existence of nonstandard models of ET containing 
polynomial time decision procedures for problems complete in NP and EXP-time. 
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Suppose that a set S is decidable but not polynomially decidable, then there is a 
total recursive witness function w, such that, 
w,(x) = i * n,(i) #x,(i), 
where rr, is the function computed by the xth polynomial time loop program” and xs 
is the characteristic function for S. Typically, w, is defined to be the minimum i such 
that n,(i) #x,(i). In addition, if S is provably recursive and provably nonpolynomial 
(wrt. Peano arithmetic), then there is a total recursive witness function w, such that 
PA + (VxP~)[w,(x) =YI, (44 
&PA + VX,Y)[W,(X)=Y* d~)fx,(~)l. (4b) 
Therefore in every nonstandard model of Peano arithmetic S is not polynomially 
decidable. 
Witness functions for distinguishing P and NP have been studied by several 
previous authors, [ 13, 14, 221. In particular, O’Donnell [22] observed that if P # NP 
but Peano arithmetic + Tn, is not adequate to prove P # NP, then 
wSAT(x) = (min i)[Tc,(i) # SAT,,,(i)] 
(where SAT,,, is the near optimal algorithm for the satisliability problem described 
by Levin [ 181 and Schnorr [ 23]), must grow faster than every provably recursive 
function. 
Notice that in order to formally express the facts, 
(Vx)(aJu) [w(x) = Yl and (VX9Y>[W(X> =Y * ?-(Y) fXs(Y)L 
in the language of Peano arithmetic, we must have some formal notion of 
computation. That is, implicitly these statements involve a predicate which is in 
essence a T-predicate. Therefore when we said that (4a) and (4b) imply that in any 
model of Peano arithmetic S is not polynomially computable, we meant polynomially 
computable in the sense of this predicate. 
Although we formulated statements (4a) and (4b) in terms of Peano arithmetic, 
they can just as well be formulated for ET or any other theory of arithmetic with the 
same consequences. That is, 
OBSERVATION 4.1. If there is a formula ws( ) in L(ET) for which 
ET E (VX)(~Y)[W~(X> =YL (4. la) 
ET t- (VX,Y)[W&> =Y * do> # xs(~)I, (4.lb) 
then S is not polynomially computable in any model of ET. 
‘OThroughout this section and Section 5 we shall use an enumeration of polynomial time programs 
with the following properties: if x is the Godel number of the xth program, then it is the result of 
encoding the instructions of a loop program together with a clock which controls its run time. Thus we 
can assume that the xth program runs in time bounded by p (I iI” + x). 
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In Sections 2 and 3 we considered two formal notions of computation: first, the 
standard Kleene T-predicate, and second, the notion provided by the predicate 
symbol P,. In this section we shall look at the use of each of these notions in 
defining witness functions. 
Witness Functions That Use P, as Their Notion of Computation 
In Section 3 we showed that there are recursive sets which are characterized by 
predicates in PDkL that are not polynomially computable (wrt. PT) in MDkL. 
However the set constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 was not in NP. If we could 
show that in M,,, there is a total witness function for an NP-complete set (assuming 
P + NP), then we would have extended Theorem 3.1 by showing that there are NP- 
complete sets that are not polynomially computable, despite being characterized by a 
predicate in P,, L. 
We doubt that the witness functions for all NP-complete sets are total (again, 
assuming P # NP) in MDkL. However, we shall show that the witness functions for 
certain hard sets in NP (assuming P # NP) and EXP-time are total, wrt. P,, in all 
models of a slightly richer theory ET(Elem), provided that they do not grow too 
rapidly, i.e., they are elementary. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A function f is elementary if there is a loop program that 
computes the function whose time complexity is bounded by a function of the form 
.PlXl 
22” 
I m, 
where p(x) is a polynomial and m is a fixed natural number depending onf: A set is 
elementary if its characteristic function is elementary. 
THEOREM 4.3. If S is an elementary set, then S is polynomially computable (wrt. 
PT) in some model of ET(Elem) lr 
w,(x) = @in y > x)b,tv> # S(y)1 
is not bounded by any elementary function. 
While this theorem does not deal solely with sets in NP or EXP-time, it does 
characterize, in terms of behavior of the witness functions, the circumstances under 
which it is consistent with ET(Elem) to believe that hard sets in NP and EXP-time 
are polynomially computable. 
The theory ET(Elem) is an extension of ET. Our motivation for looking at it 
comes from remarks made by DeMillo and Lipton. In [5, Sect. 51 they discuss other 
theories for which Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are provable. While it does not appear that 
these theorems are provable for ET(Elem), DeMillo and Lipton suggest that they may 
be provable for very similar theories. We shall discuss this in more detail after 
proving Theorem 4.3. 
Proof: We begin by defining the theory ET(Elem). 
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L = {+, *, 2, min(x, y), max(x, y), co, c,, c2 ,... 
fo >fi Tfi 9-m. 
p, 3 p, 7 p, ,**. i, 
where 
(i) the cI)s are function symbols for each standard constant function; we shall 
assume ci(x) = i for all x, 
(ii) the f;?s are function symbols for every polynomially honest’ ’ elementary 
function that grows faster than some iterate of the log function almost everywhere. (If 
fi is an n-ary function, then we shall assume that for some integer k, 
f@ 1 ,..., x,) > logCk’(max{x, ,..., x,)) a.e., 
(iii) and as before, the Pts are predicate symbols for all of the standard 
polynomial time testable relations. 
Then ET(Elem) is the theory of all true universal sentences over L. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we need to show that if S is an elementary set, then 
S is polynomially computable in some model of ET(Elem) iff 
is not bounded by any elementary function. We shall assume that xs is a standard 
loop program which decides membership in S and we shall use xs as the formal 
definition of S. We begin by proving the forward implication. 
We shall show that if w, is bounded by an elementary function, i.e., it is 
elementary, then S is not polynomially computable wrt. P, in any model of 
ET(Elem). First, notice that statement (4.lb) can be formulated as a true universal 
sentence in L if we take P, as our notion of computation. That is, for each standard 
recursive set S we can construct a standard program i, that computes the witness 
function for S. Therefore if xs is a standard program for the characteristic function 
for S, then, 
This means that if i, is total in a model A4 of ET(Elem), that is, if 
Ml= (Vx) (3Y, 2) P,(i,, X,Y, z), 
“A polynomially honest function is a function whose complexity is bounded by a polynomial 
function of its input and output length. 
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then S is not polynomially computabZe in M, wrt. P,. Thus it remains to show that i, 
is total in all models of ET(Elem). Assume that i,$ is the Godel number of the 
following loop program for w,: 
Program witness,(x): 
z +- x; 
REPEAT 
xi t output of X,(Z) computed for x 1 z IX + x steps; 
x2 +-output of the char. function for S on input r; 
ztz+ 1; 
UNTIL xi # x2 
z-z-1; 
We shall show that if the witness function w, is elementary, then program witness,(x) 
is total wrt. P,, in every model M of ET(Elem). 
Suppose w&x) = z, then program witness,(x) iterates the REPEAT-UNTIL loop at 
most z times and each iteration requires 
,zpll:ll 
max{x Iz Ix + x, (22“ I m) 
steps, for some fixed integer m and polynomial p which depends on S. Thus if the 
function ws(x) is elementary, then the run time of program witness,(x) is elementary 
as is the function which given x produces the encoding of the computation sequence 
of program witness,(x). This latter function is also polynomially honest and grows at 
least linearly. (The size of the computation sequence y is polynomial related to the 
time required to compute it.) Therefore there is a function symbol, fcomp, in L that 
represents this function. Also, if one has a computation sequence for witness,(x), then 
one can compute the output of witness,(x) using a polynomially honest function 
which grows faster than log*. This is because the REPEAT-UNTIL iterates at most 
z times and each iteration requires time 
,2p(lZl) 
22” I m 
for large z; thus the values of variables never exceed about 
,JLJlZll 
22” I m. 
Since there are a fixed number of variables n, the computations sequence is an 
encoding of fewer than zn numbers each less than or equal to 
,Lp(lZll 
22” I m. 
If a reasonably efficient encoding function is used, the computation sequency y will 
be less than 
,.Pll2ll(“” 
22” m. 
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Therefore there is a function symbol f,,, in L which represents the output function 
and we have that 
That is ET(Elem) proves i, is total wrt. P,. This, coupled with statement (4.2a) 
shows that if w, is elementary, then S is not polynomially computable (wrt. PT) in 
any model of ET(Elem). 
For the proof of the reverse implication suppose that the witness function w, for an 
elementary set S is not bounded by any elementary function. We shall construct a 
model M, k ET(Elem), which is very similar to M, kL, and show that S is 
polynomially computable, wrt. P,, in M,,. That is, not only is 
Mll I# (VX)(3Y)[Ws(X) =JJl 
but more importantly, in M, there is a polynomially computable loop program a, 
such that 
M, will be the restriction of a nonstandard model M of Peano 
arithmetic + ET(Elem) which contains a nonstandard constant a. We shall begin by 
constructing M: 
Since w, is not bounded by an elementary function, for any finite set of terms 
t O,..., ti E L, there is an m E N such that 
(Yi < 0 N k w,(m) > tj(m). 
This is because from t O,,.., ti we can form a new term 
t(X) = (t,(X) + 1) * (t,(X) + l) * **’ * (ti(X) t l) 
that is greater than any of t, through ti almost everywhere, and since t is a term of L, 
w, is greater than t infinitely often. Thus for each term ti, it is consistent with Peano 
arithmetic t ET(Elem) to believe that ~$(a) > ti(a). By compactness, let A4 be a 
model of the following theory: 
(i) - a > i, for each i E N, 
(ii) w,(a) > ti(a), for each i E N, 
(iii) Peano arithmetic, 
(iv) ET(Elem). 
We can now define M, = (x E M: Ml= x = ti(a) for some i E N}. The predicate 
and function symbols of L can be interpreted in M, as their restriction from M. With 
this interpretation M, is a model of ET(Elem). (Notice that we have constructed M, 
in exactly the same manner as MbgL was constructed in Section 3.) 
Now we need to show that S is polynomially computable in M,. It is important to 
recall that 
(Vi, x, y, z E M,)[M, + P,(i, x, y, z) 0 Ml= W, x, y, z)]. 
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Since M is a model of Peano arithmemtic and we constructed it in such a way that 
MI = w,(a) > tj(a) for all terms ti, 
we know that in M, the ath polynomial time program computes the set S for some 
segment that is greater than (a, ti(a)) for every term yi in L. Furthermore we can 
patch program a on the segment [0, a] so that it decides every segment [0, ti(a)) 
correctly. The patched program, call it ao, is not a great deal larger than a and its 
run time is about the same as a’s. That is, a0 =f(a) for some polynomially honest, 
elementary function f that grows faster than logCk’ for some k E N. Therefore 
a0 E MO. Since for every i, 
M + (VYy, Z)[ T(i,, ao, y, Z> *Y > ti(a) & Z > ti(a> 1, 
MO k (Vy, z) 7 P,(i,,, a,,y, z). 
That is, M, !# (VX)(~Z) w,(x) = z. 
Now we need to show that if 
then there is a y, E M, such that 
MO b P,(a,, x, y2 3 z>. 
To show that this is true we need the following facts about enumerations of 
polynomial time loop programs: We can assume that program a was the ath 
polynomial time loop program from some syntactically “nice” enumeration of 
clocked loop programs. Thus for that enumeration we can assume that there is a 
polynomially honest, elementary function g (i, x) which given polynomial program i 
and input x, produces the computation sequence of program i run on input x. 
Furthermore we can assume g grows faster than some iterate of the log function. 
(This will require that g “pad out” some otherwise short computation sequences.) 
Therefore, for all x E M,, 
and hence 
MO b P,(a,, x, g (a,, xl, z> 
which completes the proof. a 
At this point it is worth observing that the proof of Theorem 4.3 is not particularly 
dependent on the fact that we are showing that it is consistent to believe that S is 
polynomially computable as opposed to linearly computable. Also the construction of 
MO can simultaneously consider all elementary sets whose witness functions are not 
hounded by an elementary function. Hence with only minor modifications to the 
proof we can prove the following: 
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THEOREM. There is a fixed model MO of ET(Elem) such that if S is an 
elementary set, then S is linearly computable, wrt. P,, in M, if 
w,(x) = (miny > ~)P,(Y) f S(Y)] 
is not bounded by any elementary function. (Where 1 is an enumeration of the linearly 
computable programs.) 
Theorem 4.3 Reformulated Using the T-Predicate 
Suppose that we reformulate Theorem 4.3 using the standard Kleene T-predicate 
rather than the predicate symbol P,, and suppose the witness function for a fixed 
elementary set S is elementary. Then whether or not S is really polynomially 
computable (that is, wrt. T) in a model M, of ET(Elem) is dependent on whether 
f camp and f,,, behave correctly in M,, i.e., whether for the witness program i,, 
M, k (kc> T(i,, x9fcomp(x), fO,,(fCO&x))) (4.2b) 
and 
~ll~(vx,Yl~Y*~zl~4 (4.2~) 
[T(x,f,,,(f,,,,(x)), yl, ~1) & To1,,f,,,(f,,,,(x)),yz, ~2) 3 ~1 f ~21. 
Essentially, f,,,, must correctly pair together instantaneous descriptions of the 
computation of i,, and fout must correctly project out the output of the computation 
sequence fcomp(x). So if fcomp(x) = y and f,,,( y) = i, then y must be the pairing 
Y = ((ID,), (ID,),..., (ID,)), 
where each instantaneous description ID, is the pairing of an instruction number 
together with the values of the variables 
ID, = (n, x, u1 ,..., u,, z) 
for x the input variable, v, ,..., U, program variables and z the output variable, and 
f,,,(y) = fl(n + 3, n + 3, n(m, my)) 
for some fixed uniform projection function LC (n(j, n, y) = the jth projection of y 
viewed as an n-tuple.) So essentially, f,,, is a projection function that projects out the 
last element of the last instantaneous description of y. 
At this point we encounter one of the major deficiencies of ET and 
ET(Elem)--these theories are not powerful enough to prove the existence of 
projection functions. Herbrand’s theorem [6] tells us that if 
ET(Elem) + (VZ)(~X) n,(z) = x, 
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ET(Elem) t (Vz)($) n,(z) = y, 
then 
ET(Elem) t (Vz) [ c n,(z) = tJr)] , 
i=O 
and 
ET(Elem) t- (Vz) [ c n,(z) = r,(z)]. 
i=O 
This is because if we let z = (x, y) = (((x + 1)/2) + JJ)‘, then with some easy 
algebraic manipulation, the formulas n,(z) = x and n,(z) = y can be expressed in the 
language of ET (without predicate symbols) using only existential quantifiers, and 
since the terms of these theories are either almost everywhere constant or grow faster 
than log*, the projection functions cannot be provably total. So at least on the 
surface there is little hope of adding projection functions to ET or ET(Elem) and still 
being able to prove Theorem 2.1. This is because the proof of Lemma 2.4(ii) hinges 
on the fact that each term of L(ET) grows faster than log*, in order to show that the 
standard elements of MOkL are definable by a predicate in PDkL. Nevertheless our 
intuitions tell us that projection functions behave nicely enough that their presence 
should not interfere with this argument since they do not appear to allow us to define 
monotone functions which grow more slowly than log*. Adding a uniform projection 
function to L intuitively seems much more difficult since if such a function exists, 
then we immediately have the ability to discuss finite sequences of any length without 
using quantifiers. (The projection functions 17, and 17, only give us the ability to 
discuss finite sequences of a fixed length.) However, without the ability to discuss 
sequences of arbitrary length it seems hopeless to try to discuss loop program 
computations in any natural way. 
However, if we return to the problem of showing that (4.2b) and (4.2~) are true in 
all models of ET(Elem), we see that while the existence of total uniform projection 
functions would certainly imply these statements, something less would also be 
sufftcient. The programs that are mentioned in statements (4.2b) and (4.2~) are a 
concrete class of programs. We believe that i, can be modified so that f,,, applied to 
the input x rather than fcomp( x is a polynomially honest function which majorizes ) 
some iterate of the log function and that polynomially honest functions f, and fZ 
which also majorize some iterate of the log, can be constructed so that 
This would be sufficient to prove that if the witness function for S is elementary, then 
S is not polynomially computable, wrt. T, in any model of ET(Elem). 
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The Relationship Between ET and ET(Elem) 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 relied on the fact that L contains function symbols for 
all of the polynomially honest monotone functions that grow faster than some iterate 
of log x, in order to show that fcomp and&,, are total in all models of ET(Elem). At 
this point it is worth discussing why it is doubtful that Theorem 4.3 is provable for 
ET. 
Many of the problems arise from the fact that the domain of MDkL, or any similar 
model of ET, is small in comparison with nonstandard models of full Peano 
arithmetic and this severly restricts the functions that are total in MD &L (regardless of 
the notion of computation chosen). For instance, there are polynomials over the 
domain M, & L which are not total in MDBrL merely because they grow too rapidly. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Suppose p (x) = x”. Recall that MDaL is the restriction of a model 
M of Peano arithmetic; therefore p(x) is total in M. However, although p(x) is a 
polynomial over the domain of MDkL (its coefficient and exponent are in MD&J, it is 
not total in MDkL. This is because an is too large to be an element of MDkL, i.e., 
when we restricted M to form MDkL, aa was not included. 
The polynomial given in this example is not total in what we shall call the set 
theoretic sense. That is, there is an x E MDkL such that for all y E MDkL, -p(x) =y. 
Therefore p(x) cannot be computable regardless of the notion of computation we 
select. There are other very simple functions which are not computable in MDkL 
because the function which bounds their computation time is not in the model. For 
instance a characteristic function that has time complexity t(x) = ]xlX cannot be 
computable despite the fact that it is total in the set theoretic sense. 
In a set theoretic sense Herbrand’s theorem [6] characterizes many of the relations 
that ET proves total. It tells us that if 
for a, quantifier free, then there are terms to, t,,..., t, of L(ET) such that 
ET E (VX) [ c ~(2, t,(f))]. 
i=O 
Essentially, this tells us that a quantifier free relation is provably total using ET if it 
is a term of L(ET) or is defined by cases from the terms of L(ET). Since it seems 
highly unlikely that the relation P, has this property, i.e., we doubt that there are 
terms to ,..., t,, and so ,..., s, such that 
ET t (Vx) 
[ 
;jm P,(i,, x, ti(x>T si(x)) 3 
i=O,j=O I 
it seems unlikely that ET is rich enough to prove that a witness function i, is total 
even wrt. P,. 
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Theorem 2.1 Reformulated for ET(Elem) 
DeMillo and Lipton, [5, Theorem 5.11, state that Theorem 2.1 (and hence 
Theorem 2.3) can be extended to any arithmetic theory T that has as axioms the true 
universal sentences over a first order language L(T) that contains predicate symbols 
for all of the standard polynomial time testable relations and function symbols for +, 
., and any additional function symbols provided that: 
(i) the terms of L(T) are r.e., 
(ii) if t(x) is a term of L(T) and it is unbounded, then t(x) > A(x) a.e., where 
A(x) is a fixed monotone total recursive function, independent of t, 
(iii) for each term ti of L(T), the relation x = t,(y) is testable in time 
,2llXl t ill 
e(i, x,y) =y + 2”’ lm for some fixed standard integer m, 
provided y is large enough. 
Essentially, their proof shows that if conditions (i) and (ii) are met, then Lemma 2.4 
is provable and if condition (iii) is met, then there is a predicate E,(i, x, y) that tests 
x = ti(y) in time e(i, x, y) from which one can inductively construct a predicate 
E,(i, x, a) E PDaL which, in MDBrL, tests whether or not ti(a) = x. 
However, when we examine DeMillo and Lipton’s proof difficulties arise. There is 
some notational confusion throughout their paper as to when function symbols are 
being referred to and when terms of the language are being referred to. In the proof of 
their Theorem 5.1 this causes difficulties. The proof is clearly incorrect if only the 
function symbols of L(T) satisfy conditions (i)-(iii). However DeMillo and Lipton 
begin their proof by defining a function 
r(xy)J4+lJl+l~ if lxl#Ivl or x=y, 
3 
/xl + 1, if Ixl=]vl and x#y, 
where I is the first bit where x and y differ. They then claim that since the function 
r(x, y) satisfies condition (ii) one can assume that L(T) contains a function symbol 
for r. While this may or may not be true for some interesting languages, if we add r 
to L ‘, condition (iii) seems to be violated, even though r satisfies both conditions (ii) 
and (iii). This is because in order to test the terms of L+ in time 2’“’ +y we strongly 
rely on the fact that the decreasing functions of L + cannot shrink an argument, x, by 
more than some iterate of fi. If we add r(x, y) to L +, then arguments can be 
reduced by some iterate of log x and it is no longer clear that the terms of L ’ satisfy 
condition (iii). I2 
“This also seems to be the case for L(ET) - ( 2, min}. The terms of this language clearly satisfy 
conditions (i)-(iii), however, if we add r it is no longer obvious that this is true. As in the case of L’ 
this is because we can produce very complicated terms which do not grow much faster than the identity 
function. 
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Although at this time we do not know how to modify DeMillo and Lipton’s proof 
to accommodate a function symbol for r we conjecture that this can be done. 
However, even if this can be done, extending L(ET) in the manner we have done in 
Defintion 4.4 does not appear to satisfy these conditions. This is mainly because 
when one includes the functions - and min(x, y) and allows thef:s to grow as slowly 
as the iterates of the log function, condition (iii) seems to be violated. Nevertheless, if 
we follow a suggestion of DeMillo and Lipton’s and exclude 2, min, and any of the 
fis that do not majorizei3 some iterate of fi, from the language L of Definition 4.4, 
then the terms of the resulting language satisfy conditions (i)-(iii). 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let L + = L - { A, min(x, y), fi :fi does not majorize an iterate 
of fi} and let ET(Elem)+ be the theory of true universal sentences over L+. (We 
use the name L+ because all of the nonconstant functions are now increasing.) 
LEMMA 4.7. Conditions (i)-(iii) hold for the terms of L +. 
Clearly, conditions (i) and (ii) hold for the terms of L +, however, it is less obvious 
that condition (iii) holds. Nevertheless the polynomial honesty of the functions and 
the fact that the nonconstant functions grow faster than some iterate of \/;;, allows us 
to prove the result. (The details are elementary but laborious. The interested reader 
can find a full proof in [7].) 
Thus if DeMillo and Lipton’s proof can be patched to accommodate the r function, 
then it follows from Lemma 4.7 and from DeMiilo and Lipton [S, Theorem 5.11 that 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are provable for ET(Elem)‘. 
5. SHORT, FAST PROGRAMS FOR INITIAL SEGMENTS OF HARD SETS 
In this final section we make a few observations about the consequences if the 
witness function w, for an NP-complete set S is not bounded by an elementary 
function. 
Recall that ws(x) equals the first input greater than x on which the xth polynomial 
time loop program does not agree with the set S. If w, is not bounded by an 
elementary function, then there are very long segments on which S is decided by a 
polynomial time loop program. That is, the xth polynomial time program correctly 
decides S on the segment (x, w,(,)). Since w, grows so rapidly, there are infinitely 
many x for which, the segment [0,x] is quite short, x 6 logc2’ w,(x). Therefore by 
patching a polynomial time program that runs correctly on (x, w,(,)) we can obtain a 
polynomial time program that correctly decides S on the very long initial segment 
[O, ws(x>>- 
More generally, we see that in order to decide which sets are polynomially 
computable in some models of ET(Elem), it is necessary to know which sets have 
“DeMillo and Lipton merely exclude I and min, however, we cannot prove Lemma 4.7 unless we 
also restrict the fi’s. 
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infinitely many very long initial segments that are polynomially decidable by short 
programs. Obviously, any initial segment can be quickly decided by table look-up, so 
we shall restrict ourselves to programs whose size and time complexity is at most the 
log of some fixed functionf applied to the length of the initial segment that it decides. 
If the set is polynomially decidable, we shall require that f be linear and if the set is 
NP-complete or requires exponential time, we shall require that the function f be 
polynomial. If a set has infinitely many initial segments that are quickly decidable by 
small programs, we shall say it has “efficiently decidable initial segments.” 
The question of whether there are NP-complete sets that have efficiently decidable 
initial segments was raised by Berman and Hartmanis [ I]. They observed that if a set 
is sufficiently sparse, then such programs mu@ exist. 
We can easily construct sets that require time 1x1’ or 2’“’ that are sparse, hence 
there are hard sets in P and EXP-time that have infinitely many initial segments that 
are decidable by short, fast programs and for which it is consistent with ET(Elem) to 
believe that they are linearly or polynomially decidable. Also, if we assume that 
P # NP, then an extension of Ladner’s construction [ 151 allows us to obtain a 
noncomplete set S in NP - P that has efficiently decidable initial segments. (Essen- 
tially, we just force the set resulting from Ladner’s construction to have sufficiently 
long gaps.) Hence if we assume P # NP, then it is consistent with ET(Elem) to 
believe that certain sets, which in any model of Peano arithmetic are in NP - P, are 
polynomially decidable. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) There is a set S E P such that, 
PA F “S requires time Ix I* to decide,” 
but, 
ET(Elem) + “S is linearly decidable,” is a consistent theory. 
(ii) Assuming P # NP, there is a set S E NP - P that is not Cook complete but 
for which ET(Elem) + “S is polynomially decidable” is a consistent theory. 
(iii) There is a set S E EXP-time such that, 
PA t- “S requires time 2’“’ to decide,” 
but, 
ET(Elem) + “S is polynomially decidable,” is a consistent theory. 
However, this is not the case for the class of P complete (wrt. log-space 
reducibility) or EXP-time complete sets. 
THEOREM 5.2. It is not consistent with ET(Elem) to believe that polynomially 
complete sets are linearly decidable or that EXP-time complete sets are polynomially 
decidable. 
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Proof. By diagonalization one can easily construct sets requiring time Ix]* or 2’“’ 
that do not have efficiently decidable initial segmentsI and since log-space and 
polynomial time reductions must map initial segments to initial segments, P complete 
and EXP-time complete sets cannot have effkiently decidable initial segments. 
Furthermore, the diagonalization can be carried out in such a way that wS(x) < 2*“. 
Details of this construction can be found in [7]. 1 
Theorem 5.2 leaves open the question of whether NP-complete sets can have 
effkiently decidable initial segments. Not only do we believe the common conjecture 
that P # NP but we also suspect that NP-complete sets do not have efficiently 
decidable initial segments, and hence that it is not consistent with ET(Elem) to 
believe that the NP-complete sets are polynomially decidable. Nevertheless a proof of 
this seems diffkult. As might be expected, the simple diagonalization techniques used 
in the proofs for polynomially and EXP-time complete sets do not shed light on the 
question for NP-complete sets. 
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